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🐳
Product 5X Effort Estimator
🤯 Why you need an Effort Estimator

Are your features missing the release dates you planned?

You assumed your feature would take 2 days to go live and but it really took 2 
business weeks

Not sure how your technical team estimates time for development?

🤖 When to use?
You received a request from a stakeholder for a feature. You want to evaluate 
the priority of this request based on an estimated cost/effort to build this feature.

You are working on an idea. You have a rough sketch of the solution. You want 
to size the effort/cost to build your solution before going to your tech team.

You are working on a PRD. You have a low-fidelity prototype/wireframe.

✅ Before you estimate, you should have
 A basic definition of your solution.

 Wireframe or Rough sketch of your 
prototype.

❓ How to use it?
1. Have the wireframes or rough sketches ready for reference. Let’s call each 

wireframe or rough sketch a SCREEN.
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2. Name each screen. Add it to the table below in the sequence of your workflow.

3. For each screen/row

a. Click on 🏔 Effort Estimator.

b. Input details based on the elements on your screen.

c. Record the “Effort in Hours” & “Effort Coefficient” values.

4. If you are confused about a big feature or a product, break it down into individual 
use stories or use cases before using the Effort Estimator.

❄ Effort Coefficient is just a number and a function of story points and 
complexity. Story points are calculated for each functional unit in your 
feature. Total time is calculated in hours per developer based on their 
experience.

🖥 Screens

Screen Name Order Effort Coefficient Effort in Hours

Screen 1 1 1 1.75

Screen 2 2 8 14

Screen 3 3 13 8.75

👇 Click below to start 👇

Effort Estimator

How to use it? Have the wireframes or rough sketches ready for reference. Let's call each wireframe or 
rough sketch a SCREEN. For each screen, input details in the form below based on the elements on your 
screen. Record the "Effort in Hours" & "Effort Coefficient" values.

http://www.product5x.com/supertools/effort-estimator

https://www.notion.so/Screen-1-521270c6e4094b44b6e9378212f1ab2a
https://www.notion.so/Screen-2-c2a85fa4c23148579bd0e26325a5f21d
https://www.notion.so/Screen-3-ee02d094c72e4ceab04a8f5f9837a459
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/effort-estimator
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🌵 Are you a beginner? Click on More Help 👇

🆘 More Help

https://www.notion.so/More-Help-0824a3665b0841ec98874ad72093dfbb

